Survey of registered pharmacy professionals 2019: Index of report contents and analysis variables
Main report analysis

Profile of registrants
- Overall profile of GPhC registrants: Figure 1, 13
- Profile of pharmacists on the GPhC register: Figure 2, 14
- Profile of pharmacy technicians on the GPhC register: Figure 3, 15

Response rates
- Response rate by registrant type and prescribing status: Figure 4, 17
- Response rate by sex and age: Figure 5, 17
- Response rate by home location: Figure 6, 17
- Weighted respondent profile: Figure 7, 18

Year of registration
- Pharmacists’ year of registration by sex and age: Figure 8, 20
- Pharmacists’ year of registration by race/ethnicity: Figure 9, 21
- Pharmacy technicians’ year of registration by sex and age: Figure 10, 21
- Pharmacy technicians’ year of registration by race/ethnicity: Figure 11, 22

Route to the register
- Route to register for pharmacists by year of registration: Figure 12, 22
- Route to register for pharmacists by home location: Figure 13, 23
- Route to register for pharmacists by sex and age: Figure 14, 23
- Route to register for pharmacists by race/ethnicity: Figure 15, 23
- Route to register for pharmacy technicians by year of registration: Figure 16, 24
- Route to register for pharmacy technicians by home location: Figure 17, 24
- Route to register for pharmacy technicians by sex and age: Figure 18, 25
- Route to register for pharmacy technicians by race/ethnicity: Figure 19, 25

Working in a pharmacy role in last 12 months
- Working in a pharmacy related role in the last 12 months by registrant type and prescribing status: Figure 20, 27
Pharmacists working in a pharmacy related role in the last 12 months by sex and age
Figure 21 27
Pharmacists working in a pharmacy related role in the last 12 months by home location
Figure 22 27
Pharmacists working in a pharmacy related role in the last 12 months by race/ethnicity
Figure 23 28
Pharmacy technicians working in a pharmacy related role in the last 12 months by sex and age
Figure 24 28
Pharmacy technicians working in a pharmacy related role in the last 12 months by home location
Figure 25 28
Pharmacy technicians working in a pharmacy related role in the last 12 months by race/ethnicity
Figure 26 29

Work settings in last 12 months

Settings worked in during the last 12 months by registrant type
Figure 27 30
Settings worked in by pharmacists during the last 12 months by sex and age
Figure 28 31
Settings worked in by pharmacists during the last 12 months by home location
Figure 29 33
Settings worked in by pharmacists during the last 12 months by race/ethnicity
Figure 30 34
Settings worked in by pharmacy technicians during the last 12 months by sex and age
Figure 31 36
Settings worked in by pharmacy technicians during the last 12 months by home location
Figure 32 37
Settings worked in by pharmacy technicians during the last 12 months by race/ethnicity
Figure 33 39

Current working status

Current working status by registrant type and prescribing status
Figure 34 40
Pharmacists’ current working status by year of registration
Figure 35 41
Pharmacists’ current working status by sex and age
Figure 36 42
Pharmacists’ current working status by home location
Figure 37 42
Pharmacists’ current working status by race/ethnicity
Figure 38 43
Pharmacy technicians’ current working status by year of registration
Figure 39 43
Pharmacy technicians’ current working status by sex and age
Figure 40 44
Pharmacy technicians’ current working status by home location
Figure 41 44
Pharmacy technicians’ current working status by race/ethnicity
Figure 42 45
### Caring responsibilities

- Working or not with caring responsibilities overall and by registrant type [Figure 43](#)
- Pharmacists’ caring responsibilities by sex and age [Figure 44](#)
- Pharmacists’ caring responsibilities by race/ethnicity [Figure 45](#)
- Pharmacists’ caring responsibilities by home location [Figure 46](#)
- Pharmacy technicians’ caring responsibilities by sex and age [Figure 47](#)
- Pharmacy technicians’ caring responsibilities by race/ethnicity [Figure 48](#)
- Pharmacy technicians’ caring responsibilities by home location [Figure 49](#)

### Work-life balance

- Satisfaction with work-life balance by registrant type [Figure 50](#)
- Pharmacists’ satisfaction with work-life balance by sex and age [Figure 51](#)
- Pharmacists’ satisfaction with work-life balance by race/ethnicity [Figure 52](#)
- Pharmacists’ satisfaction with work-life balance by home location [Figure 53](#)
- Pharmacists’ satisfaction with work-life balance by setting of main job [Figure 54](#)
- Pharmacy technicians’ satisfaction with work-life balance by sex and age [Figure 55](#)
- Pharmacy technicians’ satisfaction with work-life balance by race/ethnicity [Figure 56](#)
- Pharmacy technicians’ satisfaction with work-life balance by home location [Figure 57](#)
- Pharmacy technicians’ satisfaction with work-life balance by setting of main job [Figure 58](#)

### Number of current pharmacy-related jobs

- Number of current pharmacy related jobs in Great Britain by registrant type and prescribing status [Figure 59](#)
- Pharmacists’ number of current pharmacy related jobs in Great Britain by year of registration [Figure 60](#)
- Pharmacists’ number of current pharmacy related jobs in Great Britain by sex and age [Figure 61](#)
- Pharmacists’ number of current pharmacy related jobs by home location [Figure 62](#)
- Pharmacists’ number of current pharmacy related jobs by race/ethnicity [Figure 63](#)
- Pharmacists’ number of current pharmacy related jobs by setting of main job [Figure 64](#)
Pharmacy technicians’ number of current pharmacy related jobs in Great Britain by year of registration Figure 65 59
Pharmacy technicians’ number of current pharmacy related jobs by sex and age Figure 66 59
Pharmacy technicians’ number of current pharmacy related jobs by home location Figure 67 60
Pharmacy technicians’ number of current pharmacy related jobs by race/ethnicity Figure 68 60
Pharmacy technicians’ number of current pharmacy related jobs by setting of main job Figure 69 61

**Job titles in main job**
- Pharmacists’ job titles in main job Figure 70 62
- Pharmacists’ job titles by setting of main job Figure 71 63
- Pharmacists’ job titles by route to register Figure 72 63
- Pharmacists’ job titles by whether patient facing Figure 73 64
- Pharmacy technicians’ job titles in main job Figure 74 65
- Pharmacy technicians’ job titles by setting of main job Figure 75 66
- Pharmacy technicians’ job titles by route to register Figure 76 66
- Pharmacy technicians’ job titles by whether patient facing Figure 77 67

**Location of main job**
- Location of main job by registrant type Figure 78 68
- Location of main job amongst pharmacists by sex and age Figure 79 68
- Location of main job amongst pharmacists by race/ethnicity Figure 80 69
- Location of main job amongst pharmacists by setting of main job Figure 81 70
- Location of main job amongst pharmacy technicians by sex and age Figure 82 70
- Location of main job amongst pharmacy technicians by race/ethnicity Figure 83 71
- Location of main job amongst pharmacy technicians by setting of main job Figure 84 71

**Settings of main job**
- Settings of main job by registrant type Figure 85 72
- Summary setting of main job by registrant type Figure 86 74
| Settings of main job amongst pharmacists by sex and age | Figure 87 | 74 |
| Settings of main job amongst pharmacists by year of registration | Figure 88 | 76 |
| Settings of main job amongst pharmacists by main job location | Figure 89 | 77 |
| Settings of main job amongst pharmacists by race/ethnicity | Figure 90 | 79 |
| Settings of main job amongst pharmacists by route to register | Figure 91 | 80 |
| Settings of main job amongst pharmacy technicians by sex and age | Figure 92 | 81 |
| Settings of main job amongst pharmacy technicians by year of registration | Figure 93 | 83 |
| Settings of main job amongst pharmacy technicians by location of main job | Figure 94 | 84 |
| Settings of main job amongst pharmacy technicians by race/ethnicity | Figure 95 | 85 |
| Settings of main job amongst pharmacy technicians by route to register | Figure 96 | 86 |
| Number of settings in main job by registrant type | Figure 97 | 88 |
| Combinations of settings in main job by registrant type | Figure 98 | 88 |
| Number of settings amongst pharmacists in main job by sex and age | Figure 99 | 89 |
| Number of settings amongst pharmacy technicians in main job by sex and age | Figure 100 | 90 |

**Full-time/part-time working and mean number of hours in main job**

| Full-time / part-time working in main job and mean number of hours worked per week by registrant type | Figure 101 | 90 |
| Full-time / part-time working in main job and mean number of hours worked per week amongst pharmacists by sex and age | Figure 102 | 91 |
| Full-time / part-time working in main job and mean number of hours worked per week amongst pharmacists by year of registration | Figure 103 | 91 |
| Full-time / part-time working in main job and mean number of hours worked per week amongst pharmacists by race/ethnicity | Figure 104 | 92 |
| Full-time / part-time working in main job and mean number of hours worked per week amongst pharmacists by setting of main job | Figure 105 | 92 |
| Full-time / part-time working in main job and mean number of hours worked per week amongst pharmacists by main job location | Figure 106 | 92 |
| Full-time / part-time working in main job and mean number of hours worked per week amongst pharmacy technicians by sex and age | Figure 107 | 93 |
| Full-time / part-time working in main job and mean number of hours worked per week amongst pharmacy technicians by year of registration | Figure 108 | 93 |
| Full-time / part-time working in main job and mean number of hours worked per week amongst pharmacy technicians by race/ethnicity | Figure 109 | 94 |
Full-time / part-time working in main job and mean number of hours worked per week amongst pharmacy technicians by setting of main job

Figure 110 94

Full-time / part-time working in main job and mean number of hours worked per week amongst pharmacy technicians by main job location

Figure 111 94

**Employment status in main job**

Employment status in main job by registrant type

Figure 112 95

Employment status amongst pharmacists in main job by sex and age

Figure 113 95

Employment status amongst pharmacists in main job by setting of main job

Figure 114 96

Employment status amongst pharmacists in main job by main job location

Figure 115 96

Employment status amongst pharmacists in main job by race/ethnicity
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Employment status amongst pharmacists in main job by full and part-time working in main job

Figure 117 97

Employment status amongst pharmacy technicians in main job by sex and age

Figure 118 97

Employment status amongst pharmacy technicians in main job by setting of main job

Figure 119 98

Employment status amongst pharmacy technicians in main job by location of main job

Figure 120 98

Employment status amongst pharmacy technicians in main job by race/ethnicity

Figure 121 99

Employment status amongst pharmacy technicians in main job by full and part-time working in main job

Figure 122 99

**Patient facing in main job**

Patient facing in main job by registrant type

Figure 123 100

Patient facing in main job amongst pharmacists by sex and age

Figure 124 100

Patient facing in main job amongst pharmacists by main job location

Figure 125 100

Patient facing in main job amongst pharmacists by setting of main job
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Patient facing in main job amongst pharmacists by year of registration
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Patient facing in main job amongst pharmacy technicians by sex and age
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Patient facing in main job amongst pharmacy technicians by main job location

Figure 129 102

Patient facing in main job amongst pharmacy technicians by setting of main job

Figure 130 102

Patient facing in main job amongst pharmacy technicians by year of registration

Figure 131 102
# Responsibilities in main job

<table>
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<tbody>
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Second pharmacy-related job

Second jobs amongst pharmacists by main job location

Settings worked in by pharmacists in their second job by sex and age

Settings worked in by pharmacists in their second job by race/ethnicity

Settings worked in by pharmacists in their second job by main job location

Settings worked in by pharmacists in their second job by setting of main job

Pharmacists’ employment status in second job

Second jobs amongst pharmacy technicians by main job location

Settings worked in by pharmacy technicians in their second job

Pharmacy technicians’ employment status in second job

Full-time/part-time working and mean number of hours across all pharmacy-related jobs

Mean number of hours worked in a typical week across all pharmacy jobs by registrant type

Full-time / part-time working across all pharmacy jobs by registrant type

Mean number of hours worked in a typical week across all pharmacy jobs amongst pharmacists by sex and age

Mean number of hours worked in a typical week across all pharmacy jobs amongst pharmacists by main job location

Mean number of hours worked in a typical week across all pharmacy jobs amongst pharmacists by race/ethnicity

Mean number of hours worked in a typical week across all pharmacy jobs amongst pharmacists by settings across all pharmacy jobs

Mean number of hours worked in a typical week in main, second and third jobs and across all pharmacy jobs amongst pharmacists

Mean number of hours worked in a typical week across all pharmacy jobs amongst pharmacy technicians by sex and age

Mean number of hours worked in a typical week across all pharmacy jobs amongst pharmacy technicians by main job location

Mean number of hours worked in a typical week across all pharmacy jobs amongst pharmacy technicians by race/ethnicity

Mean number of hours worked in a typical week across all pharmacy jobs amongst pharmacy technicians by settings across all pharmacy jobs
Mean number of hours worked in a typical week in main, second and third jobs and across all pharmacy jobs amongst pharmacy technicians

Settings of all pharmacy-related jobs

Settings worked in, in main job, second job and third job by pharmacists

Settings worked in, in main job, second job and third job by pharmacy technicians

Non-pharmacy-related roles

Pharmacists’ work in paid non-pharmacy roles by sex and age

Pharmacists work in paid non-pharmacy roles by race/ethnicity

Pharmacy technicians’ work in paid non-pharmacy roles by sex and age

Pharmacy technicians’ work in paid non-pharmacy roles by race/ethnicity

Pharmacy role amongst pharmacists with a non-pharmacy role by sex and age

Mean number of hours across all pharmacy and non-pharmacy jobs

Mean number of hours worked in a typical week across all pharmacy and non-pharmacy jobs amongst pharmacists by sex and age

Pharmacy role amongst pharmacy technicians with a non-pharmacy role by sex and age

Mean number of hours worked in a typical week across all pharmacy and non-pharmacy jobs amongst pharmacy technicians by sex and age

Community pharmacy

Community settings of main job amongst community pharmacists by main job location

Community settings of main job amongst community pharmacy technicians by main job location

Community pharmacists’ employment status in main job by main job location

Community pharmacists’ employment status in main job by full and part-time working in main job

Community pharmacists working full and part-time in main job by main job location

Community pharmacy technicians working full and part-time in main job by main job location
Patient facing in main job amongst community pharmacists by main job location

Patient facing in main job amongst community pharmacy technicians by main job location

Main responsibilities amongst community pharmacists by main job location

Main responsibilities amongst community pharmacy technicians by main job location

Community pharmacists’ satisfaction in main job by main job location

Community pharmacy technicians’ satisfaction in main job by main job location

Secondary care pharmacy

Secondary care pharmacists working full and part-time in main job by main job location

Secondary care pharmacy technicians working full and part-time in main job by main job location

Patient facing in main job amongst secondary care pharmacists

Patient facing in main job amongst secondary care pharmacy technicians by main job location

Main responsibilities amongst secondary care pharmacists by main job location

Main responsibilities amongst secondary care pharmacy technicians by main job location

Secondary care pharmacists’ satisfaction in main job by main job location

Secondary care pharmacy technicians’ satisfaction in main job by main job location

Primary care pharmacy

Primary care settings of main job amongst primary care pharmacists by main job location

Primary care settings of main job amongst primary care pharmacy technicians by main job location

Primary care pharmacists working full and part-time in main job by main job location

Primary care pharmacy technicians working full and part-time in main job by main job location
### Patient facing in main job amongst primary care pharmacists by main job location

Figure 212 161

### Patient facing in main job amongst primary care pharmacy technicians by main job location
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### Main responsibilities amongst primary care pharmacists by main job location
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### Main responsibilities amongst primary care pharmacy technicians by main job location
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### Primary care pharmacists’ satisfaction in main job by main job location
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### Primary care pharmacy technicians’ satisfaction in main job by main job location
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## Locum work

### Profile of locum pharmacists
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### Job in which pharmacist locum work is undertaken
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### Number of current pharmacy related jobs in Great Britain, locum pharmacists compared with pharmacists overall
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### Employment status of pharmacists in main, second and third jobs
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### Settings worked in pharmacist locum jobs
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### Community setting jobs that were pharmacist locum jobs
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### Main responsibilities amongst locum pharmacists by main job location
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### Hours worked in pharmacist locum jobs
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### Patient facing in main job, locum pharmacists compared with pharmacists overall
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### Satisfaction in main job, locum pharmacists compared with pharmacists overall
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### Locum pharmacists’ satisfaction in main job by sex and age
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### Locum pharmacists’ satisfaction in main job by main job location

Figure 229 173

## Cross-sector working and portfolio working

### Number of jobs amongst pharmacist portfolio workers in main, second and third jobs

Figure 230 175

### Number of jobs amongst pharmacy technician portfolio workers in main, second and third jobs

Figure 231 176

### Combinations of settings in portfolio pharmacists’ main, second and third portfolio jobs and across all portfolio jobs

Figure 232 176
| Combinations of settings in portfolio pharmacy technicians’ main, second and third portfolio jobs and across all portfolio jobs | Figure 233 | 177 |
| Employment status in portfolio pharmacists’ main, second and third portfolio jobs and across all portfolio jobs | Figure 234 | 178 |
| Employment status in portfolio pharmacy technicians’ main, second and third portfolio jobs and across all portfolio jobs | Figure 235 | 179 |
| Mean number of hours worked in a typical week by portfolio pharmacists in portfolio jobs | Figure 236 | 179 |
| Mean number of hours worked in a typical week by portfolio pharmacy technicians in portfolio jobs | Figure 237 | 179 |
| Patient facing in main job amongst portfolio pharmacists by main job location | Figure 238 | 180 |
| Portfolio pharmacists’ satisfaction in main job by main job location | Figure 239 | 180 |
| Cross-sector working across multiple jobs by registrant type | Figure 240 | 181 |
| Cross-sector working across multiple jobs amongst pharmacists by main job location | Figure 241 | 181 |

### Prescribing

| Prescribing annotations amongst pharmacists | Figure 242 | 184 |
| Prescribing annotations by sex and age | Figure 243 | 184 |
| Prescribing annotations by race/ethnicity | Figure 244 | 184 |
| Prescribing annotations by main job location | Figure 245 | 185 |
| Profile of prescribers | Figure 246 | 185 |
| Pharmacists’ intention to gain prescribing qualification and annotation in the next five years overall | Figure 247 | 186 |
| Pharmacists’ intention to gain prescribing qualification and annotation in the next five years by sex and age | Figure 248 | 187 |
| Ever prescribed or not since annotation by annotation type | Figure 249 | 187 |
| Ever prescribed or not since annotation by sex and age | Figure 250 | 187 |
| Ever prescribed or not since annotation by home location | Figure 251 | 188 |
| Reasons for never having prescribed overall | Figure 252 | 188 |
| Main job settings for pharmacists who had never prescribed | Figure 253 | 189 |
| Prescribed in the last 12 months by annotation type | Figure 254 | 190 |
| Prescribed in the last 12 months by sex and age | Figure 255 | 190 |
| Reasons for not prescribing in the last 12 months overall | Figure 256 | 191 |
Main job settings for pharmacists who had not prescribed in the last 12 months
Areas of specialism for prescribing training and qualification overall
Changed scope of practice or not since initial training and qualification as prescriber by annotation type
Prescribing settings overall
Prescribing settings by annotation type
Prescribing settings by sex and age
Prescribing settings by race/ethnicity
Prescribing settings by main job location
Areas prescribed in the last 12 months overall
Areas prescribed in the last 12 months by main job location
Areas prescribed in the last 12 months by prescribing setting
Percentage of time spent prescribing by main job location
Percentage of time spent prescribing by prescribing setting
Patients seen per week by main job location
Patients seen per week by prescribing setting

Additional qualifications
Additional qualifications by registrant type
Pharmacists’ higher education qualifications by sex and age
Pharmacists’ higher education qualifications by home location
Pharmacy technicians’ further education qualifications by sex and age
Pharmacy technicians’ additional qualifications by home location
Intention to undertake further qualifications in next three years by registrant type
Pharmacists’ intention to undertake further qualifications in next three years by sex and age
Pharmacists’ intention to undertake further qualifications in next three years by race/ethnicity
Pharmacists’ intention to undertake further qualifications in next three years by home location
Pharmacy technicians’ intention to undertake further qualifications in next three years by sex and age
Pharmacy technicians’ intention to undertake further qualifications in next three years by race/ethnicity Figure 282 212
Pharmacy technicians’ intention to undertake further qualifications in next three years by home location Figure 283 212

Other registrations
Registrations with other regulators by registrant type Figure 284 213
Pharmacists’ registrations with other regulators by sex and age Figure 285 213
Pharmacists’ registrations with other regulators by home location Figure 286 214
Pharmacy technicians’ registrations with other regulators by sex and age Figure 287 214
Pharmacy technicians’ registrations with other regulators by home location Figure 288 215

Future intentions
Intentions to renew registration by registrant type Figure 289 217
Pharmacists’ intentions to renew registration by sex and age Figure 290 217
Pharmacists’ intentions to renew registration by race/ethnicity Figure 291 217
Pharmacists’ intentions to renew registration by home location Figure 292 218
Pharmacists’ intentions to renew registration by route to register Figure 293 218
Pharmacists’ intentions to renew registration by year of registration Figure 294 218
Pharmacists’ intentions to renew registration by setting of main job Figure 295 219
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions to renew registration by sex and age Figure 296 219
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions to renew registration by race/ethnicity Figure 297 219
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions to renew registration by home location Figure 298 220
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions to renew registration by route to register Figure 299 220
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions to renew registration by year of registration Figure 300 220
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions to renew by setting of main job Figure 301 221
Intentions to continue practising by registrant type Figure 302 221
Pharmacists’ intentions to continue practising in the next three years by sex and age Figure 303 222
Pharmacists’ intentions to continue practising in the next three years by race/ethnicity Figure 304 222
Pharmacists’ intentions to continue practising in the next three years by home location Figure 305 222
Pharmacists’ intentions to continue practising in the next three years by route to register  
Pharmacists’ intentions to continue practising in the next three years by setting of main job  
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions to continue practising in the next three years by sex and age  
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions to continue practising in the next three years by race/ethnicity  
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions to continue practising in the next three years by home location  
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions to continue practising in the next three years by route to register  
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions to continue practising in the next three years by main job setting  
Reasons for not renewing registration or continuing to practise registrant type  
Intentions in the next three years by registrant type  
Pharmacists’ intentions in the next three years by sex and age  
Pharmacists’ intentions in the next three years by home location  
Pharmacists’ intentions in the next three years by route to register  
Pharmacists’ intentions in the next three years by main job setting  
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions in the next three years by sex and age  
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions in the next three years by home location  
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions in the next three years by route to register  
Pharmacy technicians’ intentions in the next three years by main job setting  

**Workforce movement**

Institution where MPharm degree or OSPAP qualification was achieved  
Region where MPharm degree or OSPAP qualification was achieved  
Place of pre-registration training by registrant type  
Stayed or moved for pre-registration training amongst pharmacists by region of qualification  
Stayed or moved for pre-registration training amongst pharmacists by sex and age  
Stayed or moved for pre-registration training amongst pharmacists by race/ethnicity
Pharmacist net gains and losses from qualification to pre-registration training within region
Pharmacist net gains and losses from region of qualification to region of pre-registration training within the workforce
Stayed or moved for work by registrant type
Stayed or moved for work amongst pharmacists by region of pre-registration training
Stayed or moved for work amongst pharmacists by sex and age
Stayed or moved for work amongst pharmacists by race/ethnicity
Pharmacist net gains and losses from pre-registration training to place of work within region
Pharmacist net gains and losses from region of pre-registration training to place of work within the workforce
Stayed or moved for work amongst pharmacy technicians by region of pre-registration training
Stayed or moved for work amongst pharmacy technicians by sex and age
Stayed or moved for work amongst pharmacy technicians by race/ethnicity
Pharmacy technician net gains and losses from training to place of work within region
Pharmacy technician net gains and losses from region of training to place of work within the workforce
Workplace county/area compared with home county/area by registrant type
Pharmacists’ workplace county/area compared with home county/area by workplace location
Pharmacists’ workplace county/area compared with home county/area by sex and age
Pharmacists’ workplace county/area compared with home county/area by main job location
Pharmacy technicians’ workplace county/area compared with home county/area by workplace location
Pharmacy technicians’ workplace county/area compared with home county/area by sex and age
Pharmacy technicians’ workplace county/area compared with home county/area by main job location

EDI profile

Sex and age by registrant type
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disability by registrant type</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion overall and by registrant type</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity overall and by registrant type</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender identity overall and by registrant type</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual orientation by registrant type</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave in the last 12 months overall and by registrant type</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# EDI report analysis

## Profile of registrants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Pg No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profile of pharmacists on the GPhC register</td>
<td>Figure 1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile of pharmacy technicians on the GPhC register</td>
<td>Figure 2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Response rate and EDI profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Pg No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Response rate by registrant type and prescribing status</td>
<td>Figure 3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response rate by sex and age</td>
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